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SUMMARY
Uintah is a software framework that provides an environment for solving fluid–structure interaction problems
on structured adaptive grids for large-scale science and engineering problems involving the solution of partial
differential equations. Uintah uses a combination of fluid flow solvers and particle-based methods for solids,
together with adaptive meshing and a novel asynchronous task-based approach with fully automated load
balancing. When applying Uintah to fluid–structure interaction problems, the combination of adaptive meshing and the movement of structures through space present a formidable challenge in terms of achieving
scalability on large-scale parallel computers. The Uintah approach to the growth of the number of core
counts per socket together with the prospect of less memory per core is to adopt a model that uses MPI to
communicate between nodes and a shared memory model on-node so as to achieve scalability on large-scale
systems. For this approach to be successful, it is necessary to design data structures that large numbers of
cores can simultaneously access without contention. This scalability challenge is addressed here for Uintah,
by the development of new hybrid runtime and scheduling algorithms combined with novel lock-free data
structures, making it possible for Uintah to achieve excellent scalability for a challenging fluid–structure
problem with mesh refinement on as many as 260K cores. Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A significant part of the challenge in moving from petascale to exascale problems is to ensure that
the multiphysics multiscale codes used to solve real application problems can be run in a scalable
way on parallel computers with large core counts. The multiscale challenge involved arises from
the need to use approaches such as adaptive mesh refinement while the multiphysics challenge is
typified by different physics being used in different parts of the domain with different computational
loads in these different spatial domains. In addition, it is necessary to couple these domains with their
different physics. This coupling is an interesting challenge in itself as the coupling algorithm may
be more complex than the algorithms used away from the fluid–structure interface. These challenges
are further compounded by the anticipated relative memory per core potentially shrinking [1] and
nodal architectures becoming more complex with ever-increasing core counts and with the addition
of accelerators on machines such as Titan‡ and Stampede.§
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This work will start to address some of these challenges by developing scheduling algorithms and
associated software that will be used to tackle fluid–structure interaction algorithms in which mesh
refinement is used to resolve the structure. The vehicle for this work is the Uintah Computational
Framework [2–4]. The broad range and challenging nature of Uintah applications and the software itself are described in [5]. The Uintah code was designed to solve fluid–structure interaction
problems arising from a number of physical scenarios. Uintah uses a combination of computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) algorithms in its implicit continuous-fluid Eulerian (ICE) solver [6, 7] and
couples ICE to a particle-based solver for solids known as the material point method (MPM) [8, 9].
The adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) approach used in Uintah is that of multiple levels of regularly
refined mesh patches. This mesh is also used as a scratch pad for the MPM calculation of the movement and deformation of the solid [10, 11]. Uintah has been shown to scale successfully with many
fluid and solid problems with adaptive meshes [12, 13]; however, the scalability of fluid–structure
interaction problems has proven to be somewhat more challenging. This is at least partly because the
particles that represent the solid in Uintah can freely move across mesh patch boundaries in a way
that is not known beforehand and partly because not all the domain is composed of only the solid
or the fluid. There are two key components in the approach that will be described here to improve
the scalability of fluid–structure interaction. The first component concerns access to data stored at
the level of a node in Uintah. In Uintah, a multicore node is treated as a miniature shared memory
system, and only one copy of Uintah’s global data needs to be stored per multicore node in the
data warehouse that Uintah uses, thus saving a considerable amount of memory overall [12]. This
approach also makes it possible to migrate particles across the cores in a node without using MPI.
However, for this approach to be successful, it is necessary to design a single nodal data structure, a
data warehouse, that large numbers of cores can simultaneously access without contention.
The second component concerns how the cores on a node themselves request work. In the model
proposed by the authors [12], a single centralized controller allocates work to the cores. This
approach has worked well on the Kraken¶ and Jaguar XT5|| architectures. This approach breaks
down when there are more cores per node, and when communications are faster, as on the Jaguar
XK6 machine that consisted of the CPU part of the Titan machine. The solution, as will be shown,
is to move to a distributed approach in which the cores themselves are able to request work.
Both approaches will be shown to make a substantial improvement to the scalability of fluid–
structure interaction problems. This improvement in scalability will be demonstrated by using a
challenging problem that consists of the motion of a solid through a liquid that is modeled by the
compressible Navier–Stokes equations. The solid is modeled by particles on the finest part of an
adaptive mesh.
The main challenges addressed by this paper (and indeed its novelty) are as follows:
1. The incorporation of a decentralized multithreaded scheduler model to the Uintah framework;
2. Improving the performance of applications by using lock-free data structures in the hybrid
multithreaded scheduling approach; and
3. Using a real-world fluid–structure application on a machine with a large core count to
demonstrate these improvements in scalability.
Although the challenges addressed here is similar to that addressed in the PRONTO work [14, 15]
for the solution of contact problems in which the contact algorithm requires more work than
takes place in the rest of the domain, the solution adopted here is very different. There are many
examples of other parallel fluid–structure interaction work [16–19], but the approach adopted here
is somewhat different to many as it relies heavily upon the asynchronous nature of Uintah.
There are also many other codes that are similar to some parts of Uintah and have been run
on large parallel architectures. In the case of adaptive mesh codes, there are many such solvers.
Examples of codes that run on large parallel architectures are those of Steensland, Wissink, and
¶

||

Kraken is a National Science Foundation (NSF) Cray XT5 computer located at NICS, Oak Ridge, Tennessee with 112K
compute cores and a peak performance of 1.17 PF
Jaguar was until 2012 the Cray XT5 system at Oak Ridge National Lab. with 224K cores and a peak performance of
2.33 petaflops
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Parashar, [20, 21], the Flash code [22–24] based on adaptive octtree meshes and the physics
AMR code Enzo, [25, 26]. The Cactus framework [27–29] provides solutions for a broad class
of computational physics applications. The highly scalable codes of Ghattas et al. [30] also use an
octree-based approach for very different problems. There are many codes that use high-speed flow
algorithms. On example typical of many recent codes is the Sandia CTH code, [31], which also
now uses MPM. Most of these codes do not target the problems that Uintah has been designed for,
with large deformations, complex geometries, and massive parallelism through an asynchronous
task-based approach.
In the remainder of this paper, the aforementioned challenges are addressed as follows: Section 2
describes the Uintah software and the adaptive fluid–structure methodology used. In Section 3,
the details of the fluid–structure algorithm are described. Section 4 describes the existing scalability of Uintah on fixed and adaptive meshes. The challenge of scaling fluid–structure algorithms is
explained in Section 5 in the context of a challenging model problem. Section 6 describes the different approaches that may be used in scheduling tasks, whereas Section 7 shows how to redesign
the data warehouse to avoid contention when access is attempted by multiple cores. Section 8 shows
that these approaches very much improved the scalability of the model problem on the Jaguar XK6
architecture up to 260K cores. Section 9 provides some conclusions and areas for future work.
Overall, Sections 2–4 help the reader with Uintah, whereas Sections 5–9 contain new material.
2. UINTAH’S FLUID–STRUCTURE INTERACTION METHODOLOGY
The Uintah computational framework was intended to make it possible to solve complex fluid–
structure interaction problems on parallel computers. In particular, Uintah is designed for full
physics simulations of fluid–structure interactions involving large deformations and phase change.
The term full physics refers to problems involving strong coupling between the fluid and solid
phases with a full Navier–Stokes representation of fluid phase materials and the transient, nonlinear
response of solid phase materials that may include chemical or phase transformation between the
solid and fluid phases.
Uintah uses a full multimaterial approach in which each material is given a continuum description
and is defined over the complete computational domain. Although at any point in space the material
composition is uniquely defined, the multimaterial approach adopts a statistical viewpoint whereby
the material (either fluid or solid) resides with some finite probability. In order to determine the probability of finding a particular material at a specified point in space, together with its current state
(i.e., mass, momentum, and energy), multimaterial equations are used. The algorithm that uses a
common framework to treat the coupled response of a collection of arbitrary materials is described
in the succeeding text. This methodology follows the ideas of Kashiwa et al. [32, 33]. Individual
equations of state are needed for each material to determine relationships between pressure, density,
temperature, and internal energy. Constitutive models are also required to describe the stress for each
material based on appropriate input parameters (deformation, strain rate, history variables, etc.). In
addition to those parameters, the multimaterial nature of the equations also requires closure for the
volume fraction of each material. For a precise description of the algorithm, the reader should refer
to [6, 7, 34].
2.1. The ICE multimaterial CFD approach
In order to represent fluids in its multimaterial CFD formulation, Uintah uses the ICE method [35],
further developed by Kashiwa and others at Los Alamos National Laboratory [36]. The use of a cellcentered, finite volume approach is convenient for multimaterial simulations in that a single control
volume is used for all materials. This is particularly important in regions where a material volume
goes to zero, as by using the same control volume for mass and momentum, if the material volume
tends to zero, then the associated mass and momentum also similarly tend to zero. The approach
allows the solutions to a broad class of fluid flow problems to be computed.
The Uintah implementation of the ICE technique uses operator splitting in which the solution
consists of a separate Lagrangian phase where the physics of the conservation laws are computed
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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and a Eulerian fluid phase in which the material state is transported via advection to the surrounding
cells. The general solution approach is well developed and described in [6, 7, 34, 37].
2.2. The material point method
Solids in Uintah are represented by the particle method known as the MPM [8, 9]. MPM is a
powerful technique for computational solid mechanics and has found favor in applications such as
those involving complex geometries, large deformations, and fractures; see [5] for these and many
other examples. MPM is an extension to solid mechanics of FLIP [38], which is a particle-in-cell
method for fluid flow simulation [39]. Uintah also uses an implicit formulation of MPM [40]. In
MPM, Lagrangian particles or material points are used to discretize the volume of a solid material.
Each particle carries state information (e.g., mass, volume, velocity, and stress) about the portion of
the volume that it represents. The MPM method typically uses a Cartesian grid as a computational
scratchpad for computing spatial gradients. This grid may be arbitrary, and in Uintah, it is the same
grid used by the accompanying multimaterial ICE CFD component. Particles are usually created on
the finest level of the mesh and are always mapped back to the background grid according to their
coordinates. The initial physical state of the solid is projected from the computational nodes to the
cell centers collocating the solid material state with that of the fluid. This common reference frame
is used for all physics that involve mass, momentum, or energy exchange among the materials.
This results in a tight coupling between the fluid and solid phases. This coupling occurs through
terms in the conservation equations, rather than explicitly through specified boundary conditions at
interfaces between materials. Because a common multifield reference frame is used for interactions
among materials, typical problems with convergence and stability of solutions for separate domains
communicating only through boundary conditions are alleviated. Considerable improvements in
MPM and its analysis [41–44] have resulted from work connected to the Uintah code.
3. UINTAH FLUID–STRUCTURE ALGORITHM
The combination of MPM and ICE, MPMICE, is Uintah’s fluid–structure interaction component.
One of the challenges in multiphysics simulations is that the coupling algorithms involve calculations with each of the methods used in the domains that are coupled. Such calculations impose extra
work in the coupling domain and also involve calls to the functions that implement the individual
methods being coupled. In the Uintah coupling algorithm, there are 12 steps. Some of these steps
apply only to the fluid (as labeled by ICE), others apply only to the solid (as labeled by MPM),
whereas other steps apply to both the fluid and the solid (as labeled by MPMICE). If each phase
of this algorithm is used as a synchronization point, then the parts of the domain not containing a
multiphysics interface will be locked out while the interface calculation proceeds. The 12 steps used
in the Uintah coupling algorithm are the following [7]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Interpolate particle state to grid, MPM.
Compute the equilibrium pressure, ICE.
Compute face centered velocities for the Eulerian advection, ICE.
Compute sources of mass, momentum, and energy as a result of phase-changing chemical
reactions, MPMICE.
Compute an estimate of the time-advanced pressure, ICE.
Calculation of face-centered pressure using a density-weighted approach, ICE.
Material stresses calculation, MPM.
Compute Lagrangian phase quantities at cell centers, ICE.
Calculate momentum and heat exchange between materials, MPMICE.
Compute the evolution in specific volume due to the changes in temperature and pressure
during the foregoing Lagrangian phase of the calculation, ICE.
Advect fluids for the fluid phase, ICE.
Advect solids for the solid phase, interpolate the time-advanced grid velocity and the corresponding velocity increment back to the particles, and use these to advance the particle’s
position and velocity, respectively, MPM.
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The difficulties associated with this algorithm from a parallel scalability point of view are twofold.
The first difficulty is that the MPM work per patch depends on the number of particles per patch.
This value constantly changes as particles enter or leave patches. The second difficulty is that as
particles are not distributed throughout the domain, the work associated with MPM only takes place
in an irregular and transient manner throughout the patch set.
4. EXISTING UINTAH SCALABILITY
In order to put the work in this paper in context, it is helpful to provide a summary of the evolution
of the Uintah code. There have been three main phases of development.
Phase 1: 1998–2005 In this phase, the task graph based framework was written and most of the
key applications code that runs on static meshes developed [3, 6, 7]. The task graph was
executed in a fixed order and the different components of Uintah scaled to about 2000
cores.
Phase 2: 2006–2010 In the second phase of development, the emphasis was on adaptive mesh
refinement and on revising many of the data structures and algorithms while still using
an MPI-only approach. These developments resulted in scalability of mesh refinement
applications to 98K cores [10, 45].
Phase 3: 2011- The third phase of Uintah development has focussed on a rutime system that
scales well on large core counts and extends to computer architectures with accelerators. The start of this work was out-of-order task execution [46] and the move to one
MPI process per multicore node [12]. This work provides an extension of these ideas to
more complex problems on recent architectures. At the same time, the runtime system of
Uintah has recently started to be extended to accelerators [47]. In describing the existing
scalability of Uintah, there three topics that need to be covered.
4.1. Adaptive mesh refinement algorithms
Before addressing fluid–structure interaction with AMR, it is important to be sure that the adaptive
meshing part of the algorithm scales independently. The importance of AMR for allowing refined
and coarsened meshes is now well understood in many areas of computational science. In the case of
codes such as Uintah, which solves large systems of partial differential equations on a mesh, refining the mesh increases the accuracy of the simulation. Although Uintah’s task graph structure of
the computation makes it possible to improve scalability through adaptive self-tuning, the changing
nature of the task graph from adaptive mesh refinement poses extra challenges for scalability [45].
In the last 4 years, improvements within Uintah to the regridding and load-balancing algorithms
have led to a 40 increase in the scalability of AMR [10, 11]. Previously, Uintah used the well
known Berger–Rigoutsos algorithm [48] to perform regridding. However, at large core counts, this
algorithm performed poorly. The new regridder [11] defines a set of fixed-sized tiles throughout
the domain. A search of each tile is then made for refinement flags without the need for communication, and all tiles that contain refinement flags become patches. This regridder scales well at
large core counts because cores only communicate once at the end of regridding when the patches
are combined.
4.2. Load-balancing and task execution
When the simulation grid changes as a result of physics or load imbalance, a new grid and mesh
patches are created and the Uintah framework automatically migrates the mesh patches to their new
homes on the cores. This automation is possible as the framework manages all the simulation variable allocations. The load-balancing algorithm used accurately predicts the amount of work a patch
requires by using data assimilation and measurement techniques with feedback as this approach outperforms traditional cost models [10]. In this way, Uintah’s load balancer determines a reasonable
allocation of patches to nodes using measurement and geometric information. The load balancer
attempts to guarantee that an equal amount of work is distributed to each core so as to allow for an
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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optimal scaling of the simulation on multiple cores. Once the AMR regridder generates the hexahedral mesh patches of regular mesh cells, a bounding volume hierarchy (BVH) [49] tree is built
or updated to hold all the patches for fast lookup on each independent mesh level. The patches are
uniquely assigned to cores by the load balancer. Once a local set of patches is known, each core
can run computational tasks on its own patches and communicate with other cores through MPI
messages automatically generated by Uintah. A significant amount of development has also been
carried out on out-of-order execution of tasks, which has produced a significant performance benefit
in lowering both the MPI wait time and the overall runtime [13, 46] on 98K cores and beyond.
4.3. Data warehouse
Uintah’s data warehouse is a hashed-map-based dictionary that maps variable names and mesh patch
or level id to the memory address of a variable. Each task can obtain its read and write variables
by querying the data warehouse with a variable name and a patch id. After each timestep, the old
data warehouse is frozen and is set to be read-only. A new data warehouse to store newly computed
variables in this timestep is then initialized. Variables can also be carried over from the old to the
new data warehouse so as to avoid memory reallocation. Besides acting as a central dictionary for
all variables, the data warehouse also manages MPI communication buffers. When an MPI message needs to be received (say for a variable coming from another core), a foreign variable will be
allocated by the data warehouse and marked as invalid. An associated MPI buffer for this foreign
variable will be provided to hold the incoming message. When the variable is received, the foreign
variable will be marked as valid and ready for use by computational tasks. As all Uintah variables
are allocated and accessed through the data warehouse, this warehouse must also keep track of the
life of any variable. All the intermediate variables are deallocated through a scrubbing process if no
longer needed.
The message passing paradigm that Uintah initially operated under was that any data that needed
to be communicated to a neighboring core was passed via MPI. For multicore architectures, the
process of passing data that is local to a node by using MPI is both time consuming and duplicates
identical data that can be shared between cores.
Uintah now stores only one copy of global data per multicore node in its data warehouse. The task
scheduler now spins off tasks to be executed on, say, nc cores using a threaded model, [12] which
results in the global memory used in a single shared data warehouse being a fraction of nc 1 of
what is required for multiple MPI tasks, one per each of the nc cores. This memory saving expands
the scope and range of problems beyond those that it has been possible to explore until now [12, 50].
This approach is also being extended to spin off tasks to be executed on other types of processors,
such as GPUs. A working prototype that uses as many as 1000 GPUs has recently been tested on
the TitanDev project at Oak Ridge as well as full capability jobs being run on the Keeneland GPU
system at NICS, which has multiple GPUs per node [51].
Through this research, Uintah has been able to show strong and weak scalability up to 196K
cores on Department of Energy’s Jaguar for ICE with AMR as seen in [10–13]. Finally, the use of
Uintah with scalable linear solvers such as hypre has led to good weak scalability up to about 200K
cores [52].
4.4. Uintah software engineering and sustainability
The Uintah framework has over 700K lines of code, and it is natural to ask what testing procedures are in place to ensure that the code executes correctly. Code development inside Uintah
follows a formal structure. Each Uintah component is a C++ class that must implement several
virtual methods: problemSetup(), scheduleInitialize(), scheduleComputeStableTimestep(), and
scheduletimeAdvance(). Each scheduling task, that is, scheduleTimeAdvance, contains a callback
pointer to a function implementing the actual work of the function. Extensive Uintah documentation
describes each of these methods in detail (http://www.uintah.utah.edu/trac/wiki/Documentation).
For example, the purpose of scheduleInitialize is to initialize the grid data with values read in
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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from the problemSetup and to define what variables are actually computed in the time advancement stage of the simulation. Similarly, the purpose of scheduleTimeAdvance is to schedule the
actual algorithmic implementation. In general, the best way to schedule the algorithm is to break
it down into individual tasks. Each task will have its own data dependencies and function pointers
that reference individual computational methods. In order to ensure the quality of new codes and
the underlying software base, Uintah has had a fifteen-year history of running daily build and test
scripts. The Uintah project uses a continuous integration testing buildbot (http://buildbot.net/trac)
to constantly build and regression test every source code modification checked into the subversion
repository. The Buildbot system provides an automated compile and test cycle that is triggered
each time the Uintah subversion repository is updated. After the compile checks, a suite of 100
regression tests are performed. Any failures are reported, and any potential problems are quickly
identified and reported to the individual developer via email and to the internal developer mailing
list. In addition, a publicly available web server runs and records the status of the build and tests for
the individual check-in and the more comprehensive nightly tests. Finally, each night, the buildbot
does a comprehensive build and test for both debug and optimized builds. This process provides
a level of confidence to developers that the Uintah code base will always be in a compilable and
tested state at any given point in time. The latest Uintah release is always available for download
at www.uintah.utah.edu, and the Uintah User Guide and application guides [53, 54] are also available on our web site, together with an installation guide that covers installation of Uintah and all
supporting libraries including PETSc, hypre, MPI, and VisIt.
Although this process is similar to the working code provided and used by other frameworks for
the last 15 years, it does not ensure that the code, although demonstrably executing correctly in
many cases, is necessarily formally correct. This may be potentially problematic when running at
the very largest core counts. For this reason, we have started to look at more formal approach for
ensuring correctness and have outlined our approach in [55]. We have not yet found additional bugs
in the runtime system with this approach.

5. A MOTIVATING PROBLEM AND THE CHALLENGES OF SCALING ON
FLUID–STRUCTURE PROBLEMS
The motivating fluid–structure interaction problem used here arises from the simulation of explosion of a small steel container filled with a solid explosive (PBX-9501). The explosive ignites and
begins to burn, converting the solid into a high temperature gas which in turn causes the container
to pressurize. As the pressure increases, the container expands and eventually ruptures violently.
The benchmark problem used for this scalability study is the transport of a small cube of steel container piece inside of the PBX product gas at an initial velocity of Mach two. The simulation used
an explicit formulation with the lock-step time-stepping algorithm that advances all levels simultaneously. This problem exercises all of the main features of ICE, MPM, and AMR and amounts to
solving eight partial differential equations, along with two pointwise solves and one iterative solve
as described in [10, 13]. The ICE method [32, 33, 41] is used to model the gas, and the MPM [8]
method is used to model the solid. The interactions between the gas and the solid that cause the
block of material to move are modeled using the algorithm described in Section 3 [6, 7, 34]. This
benchmark also included a model for the deflagration of the explosive and the material damage
model ViscoSCRAM [56] in order to be representative of the type of target calculations that are
aiming at [13]. For the purposes of weak scaling, each successively larger version of this problem is
about four times as large as the previous one. The simulation utilized three mesh refinement levels
with each level being a factor of four more refined than the previous level. The starting solution
with fluid velocity arrows and the refined spatial mesh around the moving block of material to this
problem is shown in Figure 1 as is the solution at the end of the run again with fluid velocity arrows
and the refined spatial mesh around the moving object. The refinement algorithm used tracked the
interface between the solid and the fluid causing the simulation to regrid often while maintaining a
fairly constant-sized grid, which allows the scalability to be more accurately measured. This criteria
led to each problem being about four times as large as the previous one.
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 1. initial solution with velocity arrows (top left) and mesh (top right) and final solution with velocity
arrows (bottom left) and mesh (bottom right) of fluid–structure interaction problem.

5.1. Initial computational results on Kraken using MPI only
This test problem was originally run on NSF’s Kraken system [57] in 2011 with the scaling results
shown in Figure 2. In this figure, the average time per timestep is compared with the number of
cores used. The benchmark involved four strong scaling runs of varying size. Each of these runs
uses an initial coarse mesh with doubled resolution with respect to the previous run. The refinement
criteria used in MPMICE refines the mesh anywhere that particles exist. This refinement criteria led
to each problem being about eight times as large as the previous one. In the four cases shown, the
number of mesh cells were 619K, 3.8M, 21.3M, and 152M, respectively, whereas the number of
MPM points used to represent the solid were 2.1M, 16.8M, 134M, and 1.1B in each of the strong
scaling cases associated with the four solid lines. In the case of the run with the largest number
of points, the rightmost solid line, the strong scaling clearly breaks down as the line turns up. In
this case, the code has only 16% relative efficiency [57] at the final point with respect to the run in
the top leftmost corner. The dashed lines show weak scaling information in which the lines should
be horizontal if weak scaling occurs when moving to a larger core count with the same amount
of work per core. In the case of this problem at larger core counts, both weak and strong scaling
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 2. Initial poor scaling of Uintah on the fluid–structure interaction problem. The four solid lines show
the average time per timestep for the strong scaling runs with each run having a problem size that is eight
times larger than the solid line to its left. The dashed lines show weak scaling information for problem sizes
that increase in proportion to the cores used.

break down. In this example, as the solid moves through the domain, the number of particles in a
certain area changes significantly. Figure 3 shows how the number of particles and execution time
changes during the simulation at two different locations. Location A is at the front of the object,
whereas location B is at one of the edges of the object. Figure 3 shows that the computing cost of a
patch with particles is about six times as great as the cost of a patch without particles. This causes
a serious load imbalance issue that leads to poor scaling results as shown in Figure 2. Even with
the measurement-based load balancer, the computational work in a region with particles is hard to
precisely predict. When running with pure MPI scheduler, if one core has finished its assigned work
faster than the other cores, it has to stay idle and wait for them to finish even if they are in the same
node. With the same code, adaptive mesh refinement scaled well to 98K cores [12]. The challenges
that arose in the scaling of this fluid–structure interaction problem directly motivated and influenced
the work presented here.
6. UINTAH TASK GRAPH AND SCHEDULERS
In order to describe how Uintah schedules task in executing the task graph, an explanation is needed
on how the task graph is generated as well as a brief description of the approaches used to execute
it. Uintah uses both data parallelism and task parallelism to achieve high scalability when running with the hybrid multithreaded/MPI scheduler in [12]. After patches are assigned to nodes and
detailed tasks are created on local and neighboring mesh patches, Uintah computes dependencies
between tasks by comparing each task’s computed (output) and required (input) variables. If a task’s
computed and required variables are read from and sent to tasks on a local patch, then an internal
dependency is detected and marked as such on the task graph. If a task requires variables from (or
computes variables for) a task on a patch held by another core or node, then an external dependency
is detected in the task graph compilation process. In this case, a unique MPI message tag is assigned
on both the node that computes the variable and the node that requires them.
Once all dependencies are detected, a directed acyclic graph that governs task execution is compiled. Uintah’s directed acyclic graph based approach in which the dependencies of all tasks are
analyzed before task execution and if any memory conflicts exist in two tasks, this analysis prevents
those tasks from running at the same time. The Uintah scheduler uses the task graph to determine
the order of execution, assigns tasks to local computing resources (CPU/GPU), and ensures that the
correct interprocess communication is performed.
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 3. Number of particles and task execution time at two different locations A and B in the spatial
domain.

6.1. Dynamic scheduler
Originally, Uintah used a static scheduler in which tasks were executed in a predetermined order.
A limitation of this approach is that a single task waiting for messages causes the calculation on
a core to sit idle. In order to address this issue, a new Uintah dynamic scheduler was developed
so as to better overlap communication and computation by using out-of-order task execution [46].
Reference [46] also shows how Task queues were added to allow the scheduler to keep track of the
different states of all tasks. An internal ready queue stores tasks whose local dependencies have been
satisfied and are waiting for external MPI messages to arrive. An external ready queue stores tasks
whose internal and external dependencies have all been satisfied and are now ready for execution.
As long as the external ready queue is not empty, a core can always be given tasks to execute. Once
a task is completed, the scheduler will use the task graph to find the subsequent internally satisfied
tasks and add them to internal ready queue. In order to support dynamic scheduling of tasks, the
Uintah data warehouse was changed from a hashed map to a hashed multimap to allow the saving
of multiple variables under the same variable name and a patch id key. This change was necessary
as when a task is running out-of-order, multiple versions of a variable may exist at the same time.
This scheduler produced a significant performance benefit in lowering both the MPI wait time and
the overall runtime [46].
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6.2. Multithread scheduler: master–slave model
Although the out-of-order execution model of [46] worked well for many cases, one limitation of
its pure MPI scheduling is that tasks which are created and executed on different cores on the same
node cannot share data. A new multithreaded MPI scheduler was used [12] to solve this problem by
dynamically assigning tasks to worker threads during execution. This multithreaded MPI scheduler
used a master–slave model that had one control thread and several worker threads per MPI process. The control thread processed MPI receives, managed tasks queues, and assigned ready tasks to
worker threads. The worker threads simply executed their task and then asked the control thread to
assign the next task. The control thread and worker threads communicated through pthread conditional variables. Uintah variables can be accessed freely by any thread as the task graph guarantees
that there are no memory conflicts on any two ready tasks. However, many shared data structures,
such as data warehouse and task queues, need to be thread safe and consistent across threads. As the
Uintah framework manages tasks input and output, most tasks are already thread safe and can be
supported by the multithreaded scheduler without rewriting any task code. Experimental results on
AMR ICE simulations showed 50% to 90% savings on memory usage by using the multithreaded
scheduler. This approach still did not result in the scalable execution of the fluid–structure problem
described in Section 5, however.
6.3. Multithread scheduler: decentralized model
A potential bottleneck in the master–slave model is that a worker thread may become idle if the
control thread cannot respond to its next ready task request quickly enough. In order to guarantee a
short response time, the control thread was assigned to a dedicated core. This approach led to this
core being underutilized when running with small number of cores, as there was not enough work
for the control thread. The solution to this was to design a new decentralized multithreaded scheduler to allow all threads to process MPI sends and MPI receives or to execute tasks concurrently
without a control thread. Instead of asking the control thread for a ready task, the threads in the
decentralized multithreaded scheduler directly pull tasks from the two ready queues. When a thread
pulls a task from the internal ready queue, then MPI nonblocking receives are posted. Also, when
a thread pulls a task from the external ready queue, then a task’s callback function is executed and
MPI sends are posted after task execution. Furthermore, each thread must keep checking the task
queues and MPI receives when it is idle as there is no longer a central controller. As this could lead
to busy-locking on those shared resources when multiple threads become idle and keep acquiring
read locks, a two-stage execution approach is used.
The first stage is to check if any work is available, either to process MPI receives or to execute a
task for the current thread. When there is a ready task or a pending MPI receive, the scheduler will
switch to the second stage to execute the task or to process MPI receives concurrently. If no work is
available, a mutex needs to be acquired before checking all the task queues and MPI receives again.
The scheduler will not release this mutex and so will prevent other idle threads from checking task
queues and MPI receives until a new ready task is available or a new MPI receive is posted. In this
way, when multiple threads become idle, checking for shared resources will be slowed down by this
mutex and priority is given to threads that are able to update the task queue or post MPI receives.
Table I shows a performance comparison between the decentralized and master–slave models in
a 32-core single node. In this case, the decentralized model outperforms the master–slave model on
all runs up to 32 cores per node. By monitoring the CPU utilization of each core, it was confirmed
that the decentralized model solved the issue of underutilization of the core that runs the control

Table I. Execution time: master–slave versus
decentralized.
Number of cores
Master–slave
Decentralized
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

2
57.28
29.8

4
20.72
15.84

8
9.4
8.2

16
4.81
4.59

32
2.95
2.78
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thread. Furthermore, when one master control thread with 1, 3, 7, 15, and 31 worker threads are
used, the CPU loads on the control thread increases linearly and are about 0.3%, 0.7% 1.7% 3.0%,
and 6.9%, respectively. There is an increase in master control thread CPU usage with increasing
numbers of worker threads. This makes it difficult to balance the control thread workload with the
worker threads, although the master–slave model will likely hit a control thread bottle neck when
number of cores per node increases. In contrast, the decentralized scheduler is able to fully utilize
all available cores on-node, regardless of the number of cores.
7. UINTAH HYBRID PARALLELISM IMPROVEMENT
This section will discuss how the hybrid multithreaded/MPI approach was used to overcome the
challenges with regard to scaling fluid–structure problems. Our previous published work used the
multithreaded MPI approach for fluid problems without particles by using the ICE algorithm [12].
Unlike all the tasks in ICE components that were thread safe, several race conditions were found
to exist in the MPM simulation components. Most of these race conditions were due to the use of
global temporary data structures instead of local ones and were easily fixed. However, much of the
existing framework related to particles had to be rewritten to guarantee thread safety.
7.1. Reducing particle relocation costs
As noted earlier, in Uintah, solid objects are represented by MPM particle variables. During a
timestep, each particle’s new location coordinates and other physical attributes will be computed
by MPM tasks and saved in the data warehouse. If a particle’s position moves from one patch to
another, it is the infrastructure’s responsibility to map those particle variables back into the background grid according to their new locations. This is carried out by inserting a relocation task into
the task graph. During this process, each particle’s new ‘owner’ patch will be located in the patch
BVH tree according to its new coordinates. If the new ‘owner’ patch is located on the same node,
only a simple reindexing of the patch’s particle variable array is required. However, if the new
‘owner’ patch is located on another node, the particle information must be transmitted using MPI.
In particle relocation, only the sending node’s MPI process has knowledge of the new particle location and how many particles and their variables need to be transferred. The destination node must
know the source node id first, as MPI nonblocking receives cannot be posted without a source rank
id and a prepared buffer. The sender side packs all particles that have the same destination into a
Uintah-defined scatter record and then sends this record though an MPI message. At the receive
side, an empty scatter record buffer is prepared by calling MPI_Probe on each the neighboring rank
ids. The framework then uses MPI rank id and buffer size pairs for later MPI nonblocking receive
calls to actually obtain the moved particles. Thus, the cost for moving a particle off a node requires
one MPI call on the sending side and two MPI calls on receive side, which is much more expensive than that of moving a particle inside a node or core. This last point is illustrated in Figure 4,
when using our hybrid multithreaded/MPI approach, the number of particles that need to be sent
is significantly reduced when using one MPI process per node as opposed to one MPI process per

MPI

Thread/MPI
Processor
Boundary

Patch Boundary

Figure 4. Particle relocation in the MPI and thread/MPI cases showing that there is less MPI communication
in the thread MPI case because of the larger domain per MPI process.
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core, as all transfers internal to a node no longer use MPI. In Figure 4 left, of the processor only
has four cells and when a particle crosses a solid line, it must be transferred using MPI to another
processor. In contrast, in Figure 4 right, the single multicore MPI process can send particles to
other patches without using MPI, as the processor boundary is now that of all the patches on the
multicore node.
7.2. Load-balancing improvements
By using the hybrid scheduling approach described earlier, all tasks in the same node can be executed by any idle cores on that node. Moreover, the load balancer now profiles and predicts workload
per node instead of per core. The accuracy of prediction is improved as changes of workload over
a larger region are generally more stable than those over a small region. The average core load
imbalance value was reduced from about 60% to 25% when running with nearly one patch per core
at 100K cores on the Jaguar XK6 by using this approach.
7.3. Using lock-free data structures
A major overhead of the multithreaded scheduler approach [12] is due to the use of locking to
protect shared data structures. This overhead keeps increasing with the number of cores per node as
contention for acquiring locks also increases. A significant reduction in task waiting was obtained
by eliminating large amounts of locking overhead through a redesign of some of the shared data
structures so as to make them lock free. In particular, by using hardware-based atomic operations
[58], which are supported by modern CPUs, these new data structures can be made to be more
efficient than using the traditional pthread read–write lock and mutex. Although the use of these
operations is common, we are not aware of their use in this way to make a data warehouse better
able to handle requests for multiple core on a large high-performance computing platform.
Uintah has three types of variables:
1. Grid variables exist everywhere in the simulation grid for flow simulations. Grid variables
on the same node can share a combined 3D array with different memory windows. As both
the memory window and the 3D array are reference-counted, the associated memory will be
deallocated when no longer referenced.
2. Particle variables exist only at a certain point for solid MPM simulations in Uintah. Particles
in a Uintah patch are saved in a simple vector and indexed by a subset of that vector. By saving
recent query ranges, particle sets are cached so as to speed up later queries.
3. Reduction variables are designed to combine multiple values provided by different tasks. The
reduction variable operator must be associative, so that the order of computation will not alter
the final value, apart from rounding errors. When the same reduction variable is computed
multiple times on the same node, the locally reduced value will be updated immediately and
stored in the data warehouse. After all local tasks have computed reduction variables, the
global value of the reduction variable will be calculated through a call to MPI_AllReduce.
This means that the cost of MPI_AllReduce depends on only the number of multicore nodes
and not the number of cores, as is the case if each core has its own MPI process.
As mentioned earlier, Uintah variables can share the same memory window and 3D array. In fact,
most of Uintah objects such as grid level, variable label, and MPI buffers are also reference-counted
so that they can be easily deallocated when no longer needed. When running in multithreaded mode
originally, reference counters were protected by a fixed size array of mutexes to ensure correctness.
Once a new reference-counted object was created, a mutex from this array was assigned to it in
a round-robin fashion. This design allowed many objects to share a mutex instead of each object
creating its own as there may be thousands of reference-counted objects and dynamically creating
thousands of mutexes is too expensive. However, potential false conflicts may exist when accessing
two unrelated objects that happen to share the same mutex. This reference counting lends itself to
the use of atomic operations [58]. A new reference counting class was implemented in Uintah by
using add_and_fetch and sub_and_fetch atomic operations to replace the pthread mutex vector.
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table II. Shared data structure read/write locking times in a total
wallclock runtime of 162 sec.
Data structure
Read lock(s) times
Write lock(s) times

Data
warehouse

Four other main
data structures

7.86
12.14

0.166
0.076

As described earlier, all tasks depend on the hashed multimap data warehouse to look up and save
variables by using a patch id and variable name key. Each data warehouse has a pthread read/write
lock to protect the hashed multimap. A read-only lock needs to be acquired when a task looks up
a variable’s memory address from data warehouse. A write lock needs to be acquired when a new
variable need to put result into the data warehouse either from a computational task or from MPI
message. Based on our timing results on Uintah read–write locks in Table II, the data warehouse
lock was seen to be the largest single source of overhead far exceeding the four other main data
structures that used locks on a node. For this reason, the hashed multimap data warehouse was
redesigned to be lock free by using a two-step look-up strategy. During task-graph compilation, a
hash map containing keys of all locally computed and required variables is created on-the-fly. This
hash map will not change during task execution and can also be shared by multiple data warehouses
until the task graph needs to be recompiled. The actual container of variables in each data warehouse will be a pre-allocated vector that has exactly the same size as this hash map. The value of
this precomputed hash map will be the index to the container vector. When accessing a variable,
the data warehouse will first use the hash map key to locate the variable from its private container
vector. As the precomputed hash map is read-only during the task execution; no lock is needed to
protect it. When updating the container vector, atomic operations are used to achieve consistency
among threads.
A simplified version of the variable-inserting algorithm for putting a new variable into the data
warehouse using the compare_and_swap atomic operation is shown in Algorithm 1. This algorithm
inserts a variable to a linked list atomically. The head of this linked list is saved in the container
vector. A variable-combining algorithm for reducing reduction variables using the test_and_set
atomic operation is shown in Algorithm 2. This algorithm combines the new value of a variable
with the existing value in the data warehouse. When multiple threads try to update this value, any
two threads can compute the combined reduction value without being serialized. As these atomic
operations are used on our redesigned data structures, pthreads locks are no longer needed to protect
a long critical session when accessing the hashed multimap data structure.
8. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section will consider whether or not hybrid multithreaded/MPI approach can improve the
performance and scalability of fluid–structure interaction problems in Uintah. We will also examine
the performance difference between using a lock-free data structure and a traditional lock-protected
data structure. The prototypical simulation study used in Section 5 was used to compare the hybrid

Algorithm 1 Variable inserting: put a variable into the data warehouse
function ADD(key, var)
idx hash_mapŒkey
di new dataitem./
di^ .var
var
repeat
di^ .next
vectorŒidx
until compare_and_swap.&vectorŒidx, di^ .next, di/
end function
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Algorithm 2 Variable combining: reduce a variable into the data warehouse
function REDUCE(key, var)
idx hash_mapŒkey
di new dataitem()
di^ .var
var.clone./
repeat
old
test_and_set.&vectorŒidx, 0/
if thenold D 0
old
di
else
old^ .var^ .reduce.di^ .var/
delete di
end if
di test_and_set.&vectorŒidx, old/
until d i D 0
end function

multithreaded/MPI approach, the multithreaded/MPI with lock-free data warehouse approach, and
the MPI approach.
8.1. Single node performance improvement
The first comparison is between the hybrid multithreaded/MPI approach and the lock-free data warehouse on a single shared memory node. This test was run on a Jaguar Cray XK-6 external node with
32 AMD interlagos cores. Three sets of strong scaling benchmark results were gathered by using the
dynamic MPI scheduler, the decentralized hybrid multithreaded/MPI scheduler with the old pthread
locking data warehouse and the decentralized hybrid multithreaded/MPI scheduler with the lockfree data warehouse. The input files for all three runs are identical and generate 887K particles on
an AMR grid. Figure 5 shows the speedups when running with 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 cores. The multithreaded scheduler with the lock-free data warehouse is 1.4 faster than with the pthreads locking
data warehouse and 2.4 faster than when using MPI only.
Table III shows the execution time comparison results when running with different numbers of
MPI processes and with different numbers of threads per MPI process. CPU affinity was used to
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Figure 5. Performance comparison between the MPI, pthreads, and threaded lock-free approaches.
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Table III. Mixed MPI and threads performance (total 32 cores).
Number of MPI process
Number of threads
Execution times

32
1
5.18

16
2
3.77

8
4
3.05

4
8
2.79

2
16
2.62

1
32
2.22

1
64
2.40

1
128
2.41

1
1024
2.47

guarantee that each thread is assigned to a dedicated core. Threads in the same MPI process were
assigned to nearby cores so as to limit any possible cache coherence overheads. These benchmark
results show that the optimized performance for this problem is achieved when running with the
maximum number of available threads per MPI process. Also, when the number of threads was
increased to be larger than the number of cores per node, the results of using 64 and 128 threads on
a 32 core node are about 9% slower than when using 32 threads. As Uintah threads are lightweight,
we are able to run 1024 threads per node, which is much larger than the 32 available cores and the
additional scheduling overhead is about 11%. With MPI only, the execution times for 64 and 128
MPI processes on a 32-core node are 6.60 and 8.63 sec, 27% and 67% slower than 32-MPI process.
We are unable to obtain a result for 1024-MPI processes per node as this exceeds available memory
due to the heavy memory footprint of the MPI processes.
8.2. Scalability improvement
The scalability benchmark involved four runs with varying problem sizes using a similar approach
to that in Section 5 and the same test problem but with larger particle and mesh sizes so as to make
possible strong scalability to larger core counts. Each run uses a mesh that was refined by a factor
of two in each dimension with respect to the previous run. As the mesh is refined where particles
exist, eight times as many particles will be created than on the original coarse mesh. The number
of particles created in the four runs are 7.1 million, 56.6 millon, 452.9 millon, and 3.62 billion,
respectively. This leads to each run being approximately eight times as large as the previous run.
As we will also generate weak scaling results at the same time, the problem size per node needs to
be constant. Therefore, eight times as many cores were used from one run to the next. These tests
were run on the Jaguar Cray XK-6 machine with up to 256K cores and with 16 cores per node.
Figure 6 shows the scaling results for four benchmark tests. Weak scalability is represented by the
almost-horizontal dashed lines and strong scalability by the almost-straight diagonal solid lines in
the four runs. The strong scaling efficiency of the largest problem (the rightmost solid line) is 68% at
256K cores relative to the base case of 16K cores. It is worth remarking that the slight problem with
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Figure 6. Strong and weak scaling on Jaguar XK-6 for the benchmark problem of Section 5 and Figure 2.
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Figure 7. Weak scaling efficiency comparison between the MPI and threaded/MPI approaches.

weak scalablity at 1000 or so core comes from difficulties in assigning each core the same (limited)
number of patches.
By using optimized hybrid multithreaded/MPI algorithms, the number of MPI ranks involved in
communication is reduced without much performance overhead. For the MPMICE problem, overheads as percentages of local computations are as follows: 1.2% for allocation variables and put in
the data warehouse, 6.9% for querying and assembling variables from the data warehouse, 0.6% for
querying particle sets from data warehouse, 1.5% for reading tasks from work queue, and 1.2% for
inserting tasks into the work queue with priority. The major single overhead (6.9%) of the Uintah
framework is querying and assembling variables, in particular when (i) mapping patches between
different AMR levels and (ii) allocating new memory and copying data to this new memory to hold
both patch center and halo regions when pre-allocation is not possible.
This approach leads to better weak scaling. Figure 7 shows the weak scaling efficiency compared
with the previous MPI only benchmark result from Section 5. The base cases to calculate efficiencies are 24 cores for MPI runs on Kraken and 64 cores for the hybrid multithreaded/MPI runs on
Jaguar XK6. These two series are the same as the second from bottom dashed weak scaling line in
Figure 2 and the bottom dashed weak scaling line in Figure 6. The results show significant improvement of weak scaling efficiency when using hybrid multithreaded/MPI approach especially on runs
with large core counts.
9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
These results presented here show great performance improvements and also show good scalability so far on 256K cores on Jaguar Cray XK-6 by using the hybrid multithreaded/MPI scheduler
and the new lock-free data structures. However, alongside the lock-free data warehouse, many other
shared data structures such as task queues, particle subset caches, and patch BVH trees still need
to be redesigned to be lock free. Even though these data structures are accessed less frequently
than the data warehouse, the waiting time for acquiring locks related to these structures is going
to grow as the number of core per node increases. The future removal of all these locks and making Uintah fully lock free will improve the scaling here further on present and future many-core
and multicore machines. The present decentralized scheduler will also be used instead of the current master–slave model used in the Uintah GPU scheduler [51]. This will require the current GPU
controller thread routines to be rewritten to guarantee thread safety but will allow these scalability
results to be extended to heterogeneous CPU–GPU architectures. A start on this has already been
made while this paper has been under review [47].
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